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Abstract 

The physical model for a recorder, presented in rVer 94-1} 
and rVer 94-2}, is summarized and sli9htly simplified. It is 
then rewritten to a filter representation of the recorder, from 
which a C programme is derived to simulate the instrument 
numerically. 
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Introduction 

Motives for implementing 
a physical recorder model 

Since the dawn of mankind, envy has been one of its major driving powers. People 
wanted to have each others husbands and wives, each others houses - and they 
wanted to be able to play the instruments the others mastered, if possible without 
practicing as much. The pipe organ dearly reflects this desire: to imitate a trumpet, 
a violin, or the human singing voice, the pla.yer only has to select the corresponding 
stop and 'choose the desired tone on the keyboa.rd. 
The imitation provided for by an organ, however, is far from perfect. Synthesisers, 
based upon samples taken from the instruments to mimic, already perform better. 
However, on most synthesisers it is still quite troublesome to make a violin tone, 
for instance, with the desired a.ttack and timbre. It may be necessary to "glue lots 
of samples together" - after editing them - to obtain the wished sound. As only a 
limited number of different samples is available, it is not possible to control each of 
the physical characteristics of a real instrument on a synthesiser. To get a violin tone 
which would be obtained by increasing the pressure of the bow upon the string, a 
sample must be available that has been obtained in that way, or else the synthesiseI' 
player must be aware of the effect the bow pressure has on the violin tone, and 
realize it by editing existing samples. 

Figure 1: The Yamaha VLl 

A new generation of synthesisel's, like the Yamaha VLl, therefore is based upon 
physical modelling of musical instruments. These synthesisers do not use samples, 
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but calculate the response of the instrument when a number of control parameters 
is input, that correspond with its physical properties. For a violin, for instance, a 
tone results when the frequency is input (using the keyboard), and the bow pressure, 
speed etc.. The latter characteristics may be controlled by other devices than the 
keyboard; the Yamaha VLl has a breath controller to input the blowing pressure 
for wind instruments, the bow pressure etc. ([Rid 94], pp. 108). Figure 1 shows this 
"physical synthesiseI''' 1 

. It is not trivial at all to derive physical models for existing musical instruments. 
References to numerous books and papers on this subject can be found in [FIe 91], 
and recently a conference was organized in U dine, Italy, on "The Mechanics of 
Musical Instruments", the lecture notes of which indicate that the physical properties 
of musical instruments are actively studied all over the world. 
On of the places where such investigations take place is the Institut de Recherche 
et de Communication Acoustique et Musique (IRCAM) in Paris, France. The work 
which has been done there concerning the physical modelling ofrecorders ([Vel' 94.1], 
[Ver 94-2]) is the theoretical basis of this report. 

I 
Figure 2: The recorder 

Figure 2 displays an alto and a bass recorder ([FIe 91], p.450). These instruments, 
modern reproductions of the original baroque instruments, produce sound when a 
player blows air into them at the upper side, the "head" of the recorder. The air 
passes through a small channel (the "flue channel") and reaches the resonator pipe. 
A sharp wedge (the "lip") at the beginning of this pipe, splits the air flow leaving 
the flue axit into a flow entering the resonator, and one leaving the instrument. The 
incoming air flow interacts with the resonator pipe; this interaction, that can be 
influenced by opening or dosing finger holes, results in a standing wave pattern in 

a note for envious musicians we wish to add that it is nearly as difficult to play the actual 
physical instruments as to imitate its sound with tile Yamaha VLl... 
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the instrument, and thus gives rise to a tone. A typical fingering chart for a Baroque 
recorder is shown in Figure 3 ([FIe 91], pA51); Figure 1.1.1 displays a schematical 
recorder and the names of the different parts of the instrument. 
Renaissance recorders have a nearly cylindrical resonator pipe, whereas Baroque 
instruments are characterised by a slightly tapered conical bore. This design feature, 
introduced by the Hotteterre family and others in the late 17th century, will be 
neglected in the sequel. 

• ... • • • • ... • • ... • 0 () " .. " .. 
0 • • ... • • • • • • • 0 • 0 • • • • 
0 • • ... • • • • • 0 0 • • • • • • • 
0 • • • • • • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 • • • • 
0 • • • • 0 0 • 0 • " 0 0 Q • • 0 0 

<J • • • " • 0 • 0 <> " " 0 0 • <:> • 0 

u • • 0 • • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 • 0 0 
r 
0 • 0 0 • 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

= 
,\II.. F G A n' 11 (' C' 1) n' 1: F F' 0 A I)' II C 
S"prnnu (' I) fl. F V' 0 O' A n- 11 C C' D E F F' G 

Figure 3: Typical fingering chart for a Baroque recorder 

This report may be of help for musicians who are envious of recorder players. It 
describes the physical model of a (simplified) recorder by M.-P. Verge et al., the 
translation of this model to a filter representation of the instrument, and an imple
mentation of this representation in C. 
At the IRCAM, the model by M.-P. Verge has already been tested by means of 
a computer programme producing th.e sounds the model predicts. The reason to 
write yet another programme implementing the mentioned model is, that starting 
from the filter representation corresponding to the physical model may allow a more 
efficient code. Furthermore, the programme derived in this report may be used to 
double-check correctness of the existing one. 

As some of the filters used in the present programme are 110t stable, it does not 
output sensible results. Guaranteeing filter stability may require rewriting (some 
of) the physical modelling equations, or the choice of different "main" variables. 

Outline of the report 

This report consists of three parts. 
In the first part~ we discuss physical recorder model derived by M.~P. Verge in 
[Ver 94-1] and [Vel' 94-2]. This discussion, ill which derivations of equations are not 
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considered in detail, leads to a summary of the main modelling equations. As some 
of them would require a rather complicated implementation, we end the first part 
with the introduction of some simplifications. 
The second part is concerned with the translation of the physical recorder model to 
a filter representation of the instrument. 
This filter representation is Implemented in a C programme, which is discussed in 
the last part of this report. 
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1 From recorder to model 

In this section, we summarize the recorder model derived 
in rVer 94-1] and rVer 94-2}. We do not go into detail as 
far as the derivation of equations is concerned, and restrict 
ourselves to mentioning their physical interpretation. 
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1.1 A simple model 

In four main steps, we reduce the actual recorder as repre
sented in Figure 1.1.1 to a simple time domain model. The 
underlying assumptions are discussed. 

1.1.1 Modelling the jet 

The recorder is driven by the air flow the recorder player provides to the instrument 
mouth via the flue e.xit, as depicted in Figure 1.1.1. The actual interaction between 
the recorder's resonator and the jet starts when the latter has reached the lip. 
A portion Qin of the total air flow Qtot in the jet enters the recorder pipe, and 
provides energy for the sound waves in it. Reversely, these sound waves cause 
pressure variations near the flue exit, which influence the direction of the jet. As a 
consequence, the amount of air Qin entering the resonator changes with time: 

(1.1.1) • 

the primes indicating the time dependent components. Conservation of mass implies 
that 

flue exit lip resonator pipe 

Qtot 

Figure 1.1.1: The recorder 
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The size of Qin depends upon the velocity profile of the jet at the lip, i.e. at a 
distance d from the flue exit. This velocity profile Uj(Y) is assumed to depend upon 
yonly, where the coordinate system is chosen as in Figure 1.1.3. If D represents the 
flue exit width, and fJ(d,w) is the position of the jet middle line as a function of d 
and frequency, 

Qin = D f~ ui(y - fJ(d,w))dy. (1.1.2) 

The lip is assumed to be at height y = O. 
Following Fletcher ([FIe 91]) and Verge ([Vel' 94-2]), we assume a Bickley velocity 
profile in the ail' flow at the lip2, 

ui(Y) = Uosech2(yjb), (1.1.3) 

where b is the so-called jet half width parameter. Assuming a particular velocity 
profile at the flue exit, b can be determined from (assumed) conservation of momen
tum flux. For a uniform velocity Uo at the flue exit, b == 3hj4; a Poiseuille profile at 
the flue exit yields b = 2hj5, h denoting the flue channel height. The jet centre line 
velocity Uo can be determined from Bernoulli's formula 

duo 1 2 
polc(ft + "2POUo = Po - PJe; (1.1.4) 

Po is the air density, lc the flue channel length, and Po and PJe denote the pressure 
in the mouth of the recorder player and at the flue exit, respectively. 
The position of the jet middle line as a function of d and frequency is assumed to 
satisfy the semi-emph'ical expression ([FIe 91j,[Ver 94-2]) 

(d ) 
2 Urn .wd 

fJ ,w = --. (1- cosh(Jtd)exp( -1-)). 
1(' lW U 

(1.1.5) 

The constant Urn denotes the perturbating velocity at the flue exit; it will be dis
cussed more in detail later on. The growth parameter J,L, and the propagation speed 
U are to be determined according to the calculations by Mattingly and Criminale 
([Vel' 94-1]). Their values as a function of frequency are displayed in Figure 1.1.2. 

To explicitly determine Qin as a function of time, it would be necessary to combine 
(1.1.2), (1.1.3), and (1.1.5), and to determine the inverse Fourier transform of the 
result. As the inverse Fourier transformation in particular appears to be too difficult, 
we calculated Qin using filters and time delay elements. Details concerning the filter 
representation of the model will be discussed in the sequel. 

As the actual jet model is only relevant for determining Q ir", the mentioned filter 
model allows elimination of the jet from the model, as shown in Figure 1.1.3. It is 
idealised to three volume injection points, two of which - Qin and QOtl.t - have a 
complementary time variation. 
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Figure 1.1.2: Normalized propagation speed u/uo and 
growth parameter It/UO as a fUllction of kb; tto denotes the 
jet centre velocity. 

1.1.2 Getting things straight 

The second step in modelling the recorder is to neglect the difference between the 
lengths 11 and 12 shown in Figure 1.1.3. Assuming incompressibility of the air near 
the lip, we have that the volume flow out of or into the pipe equals the volume flow 
past the lip. Thus, 

Qm := umSm == upSp =: Qp, 

where U m and up denote velocities at the flue exit and at the beginning of the pipe, 
respectively. Sm is the area of the mouth opening, and Sp the pipe area. 
This simplification allows determhlation of Um • As a first approximation, it equals 
the volume flow Qm == Qp through the recorder mouth, divided by its surface Sm, 
Le. Um = Qp/ Sm. Verge, however, proposes to take into account two effects that 
significantly chauge this value of Um ([Vel' 94-2]). First, the perturbating velocity 
is not constant throughout the mouth surface; it is slightly larger near the lip, 
and slightly smaller near the flue exit. Calculations lead to the estimate ([Vel' 94-1]) 
Um = 2Qp/1rSm • Second, the"interaction between jet and lip affects the perturbating 
velocity at the fiue exit. This so-called hydrodynamic feed-back can be modelled by 
decreasing Um with a term O.38Qin/ Sm. Thus, 

2 Qp O.38Qin ( ) 
Um = -- - . 1.1.6 

1r Sm Sm 
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Y +Qto; .......... +,...:.f:?::....o_u ___________ _ 

Qin 

Figure 1.1.3: Recorder with modelled jet 

The result of this modelling step is displayed in Figure 1.1.4. 

Figure 1.1.4: Simplified recorder with modelled jet 

1.1.3 End corrections at the recorder mouth 

To complete the simple recorder model, we take into account the end correction 
occurring at the mouth of the recorder. This is done by adding a small pipe of 
length em and area Sm to the model to compensate for the mouth constriction, the 
ears on both sides of the mouth, and the inertia of the air at the end of the ears. 
Thus, 

(L1.7) 
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where ([Ver 94-1]) 

fJc == ~ 8m In (! tan( 1r 8m
) + ! cot( 1r 8m ») 

1r v-s; 2 48p 2 48p 
(1.1.8) 

8m tan(kle) 
6e = 8p k 

(1.1.9) 

8m tan(k(O.82J8m /1r» 
fJr == S k ; 

p 
(1.1.10) 

le is the length of the ears, and k == w/c denotes the wave number. Instead of explic
itly using these end corrections, we switch to two new variables Cin and 6out . They 
represent the inertia at the mouth exit and at the entrance of the pipe, respectively. 
As a first approximation it is assumed that ([Vel' 94-2]) 

fJin 
fJc (1.1.11 ) == 
2 

liout 
Oc 

(1.1.12) == 2" + De + lir. 

The air volume source Qtot is assumed to be located at x == -fJin' while Q~n and Q~t 
are injected slightly at the right and at the left, respectively, as shown in Figure 1.1.5. 
The distance between the sources Q~n and Q~ut is called 6; its value is determined 
semi-empirically ([Ver 94-1]), and satisfies 

fJ 8 
- ==-\1"2 
d 1r 

(1.1.13) 

for a typical alto recorder geometry. The consta.nt d denotes the distance between 
the flue exit and the lip. 

According to Fletcher ([FIe 91], pp.180-181), the impedance Zb, as perceived from 
x = -Oin looking into the negative x-direction, can be approximated by 

Zb '" _Pac (ka)2 _ laC c· k 
- 8m 4 8

m 
m , 

where a == ,;s;;:{i is the radius of a circle with area 8m , and k = w/c denotes the 
wave number. 
The real part of Zb determines the frequency domain relation between the pressure 
Pb(W) and the air flow Qb(W) at the leftmost end of the short pipe: 

Pb(W) == Re(Zb)Qb(W). 

Using the definitions of a and k, this yields 

Pb(W) = -4
PO 

W
2Qb(W). 

1re 
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Po----+ 

Qb,Pb_ -

Figure 1.1.5: The recorder model 

Inverse Fourier transformation yields the corresponding expressions in the time do
main, 

We can now determine the pressure Pp at the beginning of the recorder pipe using 
Bernoulli's theorem, which relates pressure differences /:l.p and air flow Q in a pipe 
of length d and area S by 

a dQ 
Llp = -Po {}t S· 

Application of this theorem to the two portions of the small pipe of length Din and 
liout , and to the portion of length Ii between the volume sources Q~n and Q~t gives 

_ a lio'ldQb a fiinQp a DQ~n 
Pp - Ph - Po at s;;;- - Po at s::: + Po at 8

m 
• 

We finally use the equality 

Qtot = -Qb + Qp, 

to obtain 

Pp = 

(1.1.14) 
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1.1.4 The recorder resonator 

In the recorder resonator, the pressure pp(x, t) is assumed to have a harmonic time 
dependence, so that 

pp(x, t) = {poe-ikx + Pieikx}eiwt. (1.1.15) 

The factors Po and Pi represent the amplitudes of the outgoing and incoming waves, 
respectively. Note that in equation (1.1.14), 

Pp = p1'(O,.) = Po + Pi, (1.1.16) 

where harmonic time dependencies have been omitted. Bernoulli's theorem similarly 
implies that 

(1.1.17) 

The initial amplitude Po of the outgoing sound wave is attenuated on its way to the 
rightmost end of the resonator pipe as a consequence of visco-thermal losses. The 
wave that reaches this end of the instrument is partly reflected - yielding Pi -, and 
partly transmitted via radiation to the outside world. The incoming wave, of which 
the amplitude thus is Pi near the rightmost pipe end, travels back toward the flue 
exit and is again attenuated by visco-thermal losses. 
The mentioned visco-thermal effects attenuate the amplitude Po of the sound wave 
travelling to the right by a factor 

e-rLp , 

where L1' is the resonator pipe length, and ([Due 90]) 

r = (1 + i)VW /i;J;' 
S1'/1r 

(1.1.18) 

The constant a approximately equals 1.13 x 10-5 ([Ver 94-1], [Duc 90)), and is a 
function of the viscous and thermal characteristic lengths and the Poisson constant3• 

The real part of r describes dissipation, and the imaginary part models dispersion. 
It takes some time for the considered sound wave to travel through the resonator 
pipe, which can be described by phase modifying factor 

(1.1.19) 

Sound transmission and reflection coefficients at the rightmost resonator pipe end, 
including length correction of the pipe as a consequence of radiation, can be deter
mined using ([Fie 91], pp.180-181). The impedance Z1'I as perceived from x = Lp 
looking into the positive x-direction is shown to equal 

Z f'V POC (ka)2 + .PoC 8a k 
p - S 4 1 S 31r I 

P l' 

3In air at 20°C, the viscous and thermal characteristic lengths equal I .. = 4 X 10-8 m, and 't = 5.6 X 10-8 m, while the Poisson constant 'Y equals 1.4 
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where a = J Sp/'Ir. At the rightmost extremity of the resonator pipe, excluding end 
correction, we have 

pp(W) = Re(Zp)Qp(w). = -4PO w2Qp(w). 
'Ire 

Some straightforward calculations then lead to the following expressions for the 
reflection and transmission coefficients at the resonator pipe end: 

R(w) = Pi(W) Zp - Poc/Sp (1.1.20) 
Po(w) Zp + Poc/Sp 

T(w) = Pe(W) = 
2Zp 

(1.1.21) 
Po(w) Zp + Poc/Sp 

The amplitude of the sound wave travelling to the left is affected by visco-thermal 
losses, and its phase is modified while it moves through the resonator pipe toward its 
leftmost end; equations (1.1.18) and (1.1.19) apply, but the amplitude attenuating 
factor is now given by 

erLp . 
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1.2 The main modelling equations 

We briefly list the main modelling equations describing the 
recorder, as derived or stated in the previous section. 

The main equation describing the behaviour of sound waves in the recorder, (1.1.14), 
can be rewritten in terms of Po and Pi using (1.1.15). This yields 

~ .. (t) _ (Din + Dout) Sp . (t) _ (t) 
41rC2PO c Sm Po Po 

= ~p.(t) _ (Oin + Dout) Sp p·(t) + p.(t) 
41rC2 ' c Sm ' t 

poD • Po .. PODout • 
--S Qin(t) + -4 Qtot(t) - -S-Qtot(t). 

m 1rC m 
(1.2.1) 

To determine the total air flow Qtot provided for by the recorder player, we proceed 
as follows. First, the jet centre line velocity Uo is determined from Bernoulli's formula 

duo 1 2 
Pole dt + '2Pouo = Po - Pp; (1.2.2) 

where Ie denotes the flue channel length, and Po and Pp denote the pressure in the 
mouth of the recorder player and at the flue exit, respectively. Notice that we have 
set Pie = Pp in (1.1.4). The pressure Po is assumed to be prescribed. 
Knowing uo, the air flow Qtot is approximated by 

Qtot = uoDh, (1.2.3) 

i.e. the jet center line velocity multiplied by the flue exit surface. 
The portion of Qtot that actually enters the resonance pipe instead of escaping 
through the mouth, Qinl satisfies 

Qin = D l~ uj(y - 1J(d,w))dy. 

where D is the flue exit width, and 

Uj(Y) = uosech2(y/b)j 

(1.2.4) 

(1.2.5) 

b lies between 3h/4 for a uniform speed profile, and 2h/5 for a Poiseuille flow, h 
denoting the flue channel height. The position of the jet middle line as a function 
of d and frequency is assumed to satisfy 

C ) 
2 ume .wd 

TJ d,w = --. 1- coshCJtd)exp(-l-)). 
1r lW u 

(1.2.6) 
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Given Po at time t = 0, Pi at the flue exit at time t = 2. is obtained as follows. 
First, the amplitude Po is attenuated by a factor 

-rLl' e , 

where 

r = (1 + i)v'W /iJ;' 
Sp/1r 

The phase of the sound wave travelling to the right is changed by a factor 

(1.2.7) 

(1.2.8) 

Reflection and transmission of this sound wave at the rightmost resonator pipe end, 
including end correction, are then described by the coefficients R(w) and T(w), 
according to (1.1.20) and (1.1.21). 
Finally, the amplitude of the reflected sound wave is attenuated by visco-thermal. 
losses, and its phase is modified according to equations (1.2.7) and (1.2.8), where r 
has to be replaced with -r. 
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1.3 Simplifications 

Some of the main modelling equations are slightly simplified 
in order to allow their realisation as filters. These simplifi
cations are not mentioned in {{Ver 94-1]} or ([Ver 94-2]). 

The integral (1.2.4) giving Qin as a function of the jet profile 'Uj can be evaluated 
explicitly to give 

(1.3.1 ) 

We approximate the propagation speed 11" occurring in (1.2.6), by 

11, = 0.411,0, (1.3.2) 

and determine 11,0 from (1.2.2). For the amplification coefficient p, we use the ap
proximation 

(1.3.3) 

where a = 0.1 s/rad and b = 0.0003 s/rad. This is a (rather rough) fit of the 
measurement data obtained by Mattingly and Criminale ([Vel' 94-1]). 

Equation (1.2.6) for the jet middle line displacement can easily be seen not to be 
correct for low frequencies; it in fact predicts an infinite jet displacement for w = o. 
As we want to get to a time-domain model for the jet behaviour, the inverse Fourier 
transform of this equation would have to be determined, which clearly would yield 
results of which the meaning is not clear. We therefore decided to replace this 
equation by 

1 2 .wd 
71(d,w) = --umcosh(pd)exp( -1-), 

Wo~ 11, 
(1.3.4) 

which corresponds better to intuition. The jet, which leaves the fiue exit, reaches the 
lip with a phase shift described by the exponential factor, and depending upon the 
propagation speed u. Its amplitude is by then increased by a factor cosh(pd)/woi the 
factor 1/wo is a scaling factor introduced to ensure 11 to have the proper dimension. 
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2 A filter representation 
of the recorder 

The equations derived in the previ01tS section to describe the 
recorder are translated into filter sl>ecifications. They allow 
a simple representation of each of the di.scussed physical as
pects, and are (t first step toward. a (fast) simulating program. 
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2.1 Filter representations 
for the various equations 

Filters are derived to describe each of the equations mod
elling the recorder. Two filters result for the main equation 
(1.2.1), one to model visco-thermal losses, and one for both 
reflection and transmission of sound waves at the rightmost 
extremity of the resonator pipe. Furthermore, a filter model 
of the jet is derived, yielding a method to determine the in
put function F(t), which includes the total air flow Qtot, and 
the influence of the jet. 

2.1.1 The main equation 

The main equation (1.2.1) in the recorder model can be split up in a natural way 
into three parts. One of them involves Po, the other Pi, and the third has to do with 
functions that are known in principle. Introducing the notation 

pet) = ~ .. (t) _ (Oin + Oo'Ut) Sp . (t) _ (t) 
4 2Po S Po Po 
~c C m 

Q(t) 

F(t) 
POO . Po .. PoOo'Ut . 

--S Qin(t) + -4 Qtot(t) - -S-Qtot(t), 
m ~c m 

we have 

pet) = Q(t) + F(t). (2.1.1) 

This notation suggests that each of the three parts of the main equation can be 
described in terms of a filter separately. In fact, taking the Laplace-transform of 
P(Po) yields 

Pes) = (~s2 _ (Oin + Oo'Ut) Sp S - 1)Po(s). 
4~C2 C Sm 

This implies that Po is the output of a filter with input P and system function 

(2.1.2) 

where we have introduced the constants al = - (c5in~c5out ) -#;;;' and a2 = 4;~. 
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Similarly, 

Q(s) = (4!~2S2 - (Din: bout) %: s + l)pi(s). 

Thus, Q(t) results from filtering Pi using a filter with system function 

Hi(S) = a2s2 + als + 1. (2.1.3) 

Finally, F(t) has to be added to Q(t) to obtain pet). For the moment being, we do 
not consider in detail how to obtain F(t) from Qin(t) and Qtot(t). 

The main equation (1.2.1) can thus be described in terms of filters as shown in 
Figure 2.1.1. 

Ho(s) Po so 
r--- --pet) 

und! 

F(t) -E 1 resonator pipe filters 

Q(t) Hi(S) -
Pi 

Figure 2.1.1: The ma.in equation in terms of filters 

A realisation of the filter with system function H o( s) can be found using the bilinear 
transformation ([End 89], p.222) 

2+sT 
z = 2 _ sT' 

where T is the sampling period. We define /31 = 2al/T, and /32 = 4a2/T2. For filter 
coefficients 

-2(/32 + 1) 
ail = 2 (2.1.4) a -

01 - (32 + /31 - 1 ' 

/32 - (31 - 1 
a

o
2 = /32 + (31 - 1 ' ai2 = 1 (2.1.5) 

1 
(2.1.6) boO = , biO = /32 + /31 + 1 

(32 + /31 - 1 

b _ 2 
01 - /32 + (31 - 1 ' bil = -2(/32 -1) (2.1.7) 
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1 
bo2 = fJ2 + fJl - 1 ' 

we then find 

H ( ) 
_ boO + bo1z-1 + bo2z-2 

od Z -
1 + aolz-1 + ao2z-2 

(2.1.8) 

(2.1.9) 

The corresponding realisation in direct-form-2-structure ([End 89], pp.174-175) is 
displayed in Figure 2.1.2. We have used the notation Pa( nT) =: po[n], and similarly 
for P. 

P[n] 

Figure 2.1. 2: Realisation of Hod (or, in general, of a filter 
with rational system function) 

Notice that each rational system function 

H(s) = n2 s2 + nIS + no 
d2s2 + dIS + do 

can be realised similarly. Introducing the constants 1]1 = 2n2/T, 1]2 = 4na/T2, 
01 = 2dl /T, and 02 = 4d2/T2, where T is the sampling period, we find 

H ( ) 
_ bo + bl z-l + b2z-2 

d z - . 
1 + aIz-l + a2z-2 

The numerator and denominator coefficients are given by 

2(02 - do) 
02 + 01 + do' 

02 - 01 + do 
a2 = 02 + 01 + do' 
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bo 
'l]2+ 171+ nO (2.1.12) 
02 + 01 + do' 

bi = 2(172 - no) 
(2.1.13) 

02 + 01 + do' 

b2 
'l]2-'I]I+nO (2.1.14) = 02+ 0I+do' 

To realize the filter with a polynomial system function, the bilinear transformation 
cannot be applied, as a polynomial does not have poles, whereas (2/T)(z-1)/(z+ 1) 
does ([End 89], p.211). We therefore simply use (backward) differences. A system 
function 

H(s) = n2s2 + niS + no 
then leads to the realization depicted in Figure 2.1.3. The filter coefficients are given 
by 

bo = '1]2 + 171 + no, (2.1.15) 

(2.1.16) 

(2.1.17) 

A filter with system fUllction Hi( s) results after setting no = 1, nl = al, and 
n2 = aa, 

2.1.2 Reflection and transmission filters 

Reflection and transmission of sound waves at the rightmost extremity of the res
onator pipe are described by equations (1.1.20) and (1.1.21). It is not hard to derive 
the corresponding filters. 

Setting s = iw, and introducing the constants PI = S/"f-/31C'C and Pa = -Sp/41C'c2, 

we find 

P2s2 + PIS - 1 R(s) = 
P2S2 +PIS+l 

T(s) = 2 P2 s2 + PIS 
Pa s2 +plS + 1' 

The coefficients of the corresponding realization can be determined as described in 
the previous section. It looks like in Figure 2,1,2, after substitution of the proper 
filter coefficients. 
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+ 

+ Q[n] 

Figure 2.1.3: Realisation of Hid (or, in general, of a filter 
with polynomial system fUllction) 

2.1.3 Filters for visco-thermal losses 

The frequency response of the filters describing visco-thermal losses are 

where r is given by (1.1.18): 

r:::: (1 + i)v'w /s;r;. 
Sp/7r 

(2.1.18) 

(2.1.19) 

As a consequence of the factor JW occurring in r, it is not possible to realise a filter 
for visco-thermal losses in the same way as we did for the main equation and for 
reflection and transmission at the resonator pipe end. The same can be concluded 
from inspection of the impulse response, which has infinite time duration. If we 
would use it to realise a filter by convolution, the sampled version hi[n] :::: hie nT) 
would have to be truncated after a finite number of time steps. A filter that exactly 
realizes hi(t) can therefore not be made; we will have to do with an approximation. 

A straightforward least squares fit4 ([End 89], pp. 228-229) yields the coefficients 
for a third order filter. The realisation of this filter is similar to what is shown in 
Figure 2.1.2. 

4The standard Matlab signal pl"Ocessing procedure invfreqz. m was used. 
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2.1.4 How to determine F(t) 

The terms of the main equation (1.2.1) describing how the recorder resonator pipe 
is driven, are combined to 

po8 . Po .. Po8out . 
F(t) = --s Qin(t) + -4 Qtot(t) - -S-Qtot(t). 

m ~c m 

First, we must determine the jet center line velocity Uo from (1.2.2), as tIlls quantity 
is used to calculate Qtot using (1.1.1). We do this by approximating the second order 
term uo(t) by uo(t - T), where T is the sampling rate. The discretisation of (1.2.2) 
then looks like 

uo[n] - uo[n - 1] 1 2 
Pole T + '2pouo(n - 1] = po[n] - pp[n] , 

or 

uo[n] = uo[n - 1] - 2Tl uo[n - 1]2 + Tl (Po[n] - pp[n]), 
c po e 

from which uo[n] can be determined if porn] and pp[n] are known. 
Once Qtot is found, Laplace transformation reveals that the terms involving its first 
and second order time derivatives can be obtained by filtering it with a filter of 
which the system function looks like 

A(s) = Po 82 _ po8out 8. 
4~c Sm 

For the realization of the corresponding filter, we refer to (2.1.15)-(2.1.17). The 
realization is as in Figure 2.1.3, substituting the proper filter coefficients. 

Determining the portion of the total air flow that enters the resonator pipe, Qin(t), 
is not that easy, as can be seen from (1.3.1). First, the factor U m occurring in (1.3.4) 
has to be determined from (1.1.6). Unfortunately, not only Qp, but also Qin appears 
in the latter equation, although Qin is just the quantity we want to determine! 
A solution to this problem is to notice that the factor exp( -iwdlu), occurring in 
(1.3.4), represents a time delay. One could therefore say that 1] results from filter
ing the delayed version of Um with a filter of which the frequency response equals 
cosh(/Ld) = cosh(O.lwe-o.ooo3Wd). 
The mentioned time delay in seconds, diu, is approximated by dl(O.4uo), where Uo 
is the jet center line velocity already determined from (1.2.2). The delayed U m then 
results from (1.1.6) after substitution of the correspondingly delayed Qin and Qp. 
The filter needed to convert U m into 17 can be realized after approximating its system 
function by a rational onej a least squares fit ([End 89], pp. 228-229) was applied5

• 

Equation (1.3.1) finally yields Qin, from which filtering with a differentiating filter 
gives Qin. Notice that a differentiating filter has system function s, which is a poly
nomial Equations (2.1.15 - 2.1.17) thus yield its coefficients, and the corresponding 
realization is shown in Figure 2.1.3. 

5We again used the standard Matlab signal processing procedure invfreqz. m. 
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2.2 The recorder in terms of filters 

The filter model, derived and described in the previous sec
tions, is visualized; the resulting figure is the basis of the 
recorder simulation program. 

sound-mouth 

main eq. filters resonator pipe filters 

Pi 
pet) 

F(t) 

Q(t) H· • 

Po 

P - --1-----------+1 Ber-player noulli 

Qtot 
filter 

fQtot Qtot 

JQin 

Qin 
filter 

qo 
VTo 1----4---1 

.jet-delay 

R 

Pi 
Po 

jet-delay 

jet model 

Figure 2.2.1: A filter model for the recorder 
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3 Implementing the 
filter representation 

The filter representation of the recorder can easily be trans
lated into (£ C computer programme for simulation of the 
instrument. The progmmme structure is described; the re
sulting code i.'J presented in flppendix A. However, it does 
not produce the desired output yet; the reasons for this un
fortunate sittUltion are briefly discussed. 



3.1 Progranlme structure 

The structure of the C programme is derived from the filter 
representation of the recorder shown in Figure 2.2.1. 

3.1.1 From figure to programme 

It is quite straightforward to derive a C programme from the filter representation 
of the recorder in Figure 2.2.1. 

For each of the arrows in the figure, a variable is introduced of which the name 
corresponds to the label of that arrow. For the quantities Po, Pi, Qiru Qtot, sound
mouth, and sound-end, a buffer is used instead of a single variable, since we wish to 
study the behaviour of these quantities as a function of time. 

Each of the boxes in Figure 2.2.1 is coded as a filter, which, given the right number of 
input samples, determines an output sample. For the filters that result from polyno
mial or rational system functions, the filter coefficients are determined analytically 
from this system function. This applies to the main equation filters Ho( s) and Hi( s), 
the reflection- and transmissiol1 filters R( s) and T( s), and the ones converting Qtot 
and Qin into fQtot and fQinl respectively. The coefficients of the visco-thermal 
losses filters lfTo( s) and lfTi( 8) have to be approximated. We have chosen to use 
the standard Matlab signal processing procedure invfreqz.m to do SOj it uses a 
least squares algorithm. The results are copied into the C programme. The same 
approach yields the coefficients of the filter determining 1] from Urn. 

The disadvantage of approximating these filters using Matlab standard procedures 
is, that the C programme can only be used for one resonator length at the time. If 
one wishes to simulate another tone, this length has to be changed; the coefficients 
of the visco-thermal losses filters have to be re-calculated in Matlab, and copied 
into the C programme code. To adapt the programme such that it can simulate the 
playing of a melody, consisting of different subsequent tones, the Matlab procedure 
invfreqz.m would have to be included in the code in some way - either as an 
exterior programme, or translated into C. Only then could length variations of the 
resonator pipe be dealt with efficiently. 

The ovals in the filter representation figure occur in the programme code as simple 
calculations, The mysterious assignment "find Qtot", in which Uo is converted to 
Qtot, for instance, can be found back in the implementation as Qtot I: D * H * uO, 
corresponding to equation (1.2.3). 
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3.1.2 The different programme parts 

The main programme, recorder. c, contains the variable declarations, the input 
and output control, and the main sampling loop corresponding to Figure 2.2.1. 
It uses signal processing procedures from filters. c, for memory allocation of filter 
buffers, calculation of filter coefficients, and the actual filter operation. Many of 
these procedures are due to Raymond Veldhuis (Institute for Perception Research, 
Eindhoven). 
The conversion from the pressure Po (or Pplayer) in the mouth of the recorder player 
to the jet center line velocity uo is taken care of by bernoulli. c. It contains a 
simplified coding of equation (1.1.4), where the differential term has been left out. 
The physical parameters and those describing the recorder configuration are declared 
in ini t . h. This file also contains the definition of the sampling rate and the number 
of input samples, as well as the (constant) filter coefficients of the visco-thermal 
filters and of the one converting U m into 'rJ. Finally, ini t. h contains type and 
structure definitions to be used throughout the C programmes. 

The present version of recorder. c generates its own input file according to the 
expression 

(3.1.1) 

The saturation value of Po is thus given by PO,sat; the programme asks for this 
value to be input from the screen. It also requires a saturation time to, at which 
Po = PO,sat(1- 10-10). The parameter T is determined internally from to· 
The name of the output file, and the quantity to be output, can be chosen from the 
screen. 

The programme code can be found in Appendix A. 
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3.2 Why the programme does not work ... 

Unfortunately, the programme code presented in the previous 
section does not give any sensible output; this sad fact is 
briefly discussed in the sequel. 

3.2.1 Filter (in)stability 

When testing the C programme, strange results appeared in the output file. One 
can hardly believe that a very gentle air pressure in the mouth of the recorder player 
would give rise to such huge sound pressures inside the resonator pipe that the entire 
instrument would explode ... 
To find out where the programme goes wrong, we tested the filters separately, and 
found out that all the filters with a rational system function are instable6 • Both R( s) 
and T(s) have two real poles, one of which lies on the positive s-axis. Equivalently, 
after application of the bilinear transformation, R( z) and T( z) have one pole inside 
the complex unit circle, while the other has norm exceeding one. The same situation 
occurs for the filter Do. For VTo(s) and VTi(S), the poles have not been determined 
explicitly; instability has been established by considering the impulse response of 
the corresponding discrete filters. 

It appeared not to be trivial to overcome the instability of the rational filters. Once 
the differential equations in the physical model of the recorder have been established, 
their conversion to filters and eventua.lly to programme code does not allow much 
freedom. Thus, the only way to end up with stable filters would be to start from 
different (physical modelling) equations. This does not mean that the model itself 
would have to be changed, but merely that the main equations should be combined 
in a different way, or that different "main" variables should be used. For instance, 
the present programme has been derived from a modelling equation (1.2.1) which 
describes what happens in the recorder close to the fiue exit in terms of Po and Pi. As 
much as possible, all other equations have been rewritten in terms of these "main" 
variables. Choosing another reference point in the recorder than the fiue exit, and 
other "main" vaJ'iables may yield stable filters and thus a working programme. 

e A system is called sta.ble if its impulse response h(t} sat.isfies 

1: Ih(t)ldt < 00, 

and instable otherwise. 
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Conclusions 

The physical recorder model derived by M.-P. Verge in rVer 94-l] and rVer 94-2] has 
been briefly discussed, summarized, and simplified. It has then been translated into 
a filter representation of the instrument, from which a C programme, simulating the 
recorder, could easily be derived. 

AltllOUgh the filter representation looks quite realistic, so that the programme may 
be expected to perform properly, it unfortunately does not. The reason is that some 
of the filters, representing differential equations occurring in the physical model, 
appear to be instable. More in particular, this is the case for all filters of which the 
system function is rational. 

A way to overcome this problem would possibly be to use a slightly different physical 
description of the recorder to start with. The actual model would not have to be 
changed, but merely the choice of the point at which the behaviour is described and 
the "main" variables. In terms of the present model, a representation in terms of 
stable filters may result by considering another reference point than the flue exit, 
and other main variables than Po and Pi. 
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A The programme code 

Listings of the C programme code are presented. The code 
is quite extensively commented; we therefore refrain from 
further explanations. 

A.I recorder. c 

1* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* recorder.c 

* * Given the foot pressure and the input air flow, the program 
* computes the output sound pressures of the recorder at the 
* mouth and at the resonator end. 

* *-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

'include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stddef.h> 
#include lIinit.hU 

mainO 
{ 

1* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* Everything C forces you to do before starting. 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

1* Filter name declarations.---------------------------------------
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FILTER Ho_filter, Hi_filter, R_filter, T_filter; 
FILTER VTo3ilter, VTLfilter, Qtot_filter, Qin_filter; 
FILTER Fjet_filter; 

1* Filter parameter declarations.---------------------------------
*1 

int na_Ho, nb_Ho; double a_Ho[3] , b_Ho [3] ; 
int na_Hi, nb_Hi; double a_Hi [3] , b_Hi [3] ; 
int na_R. nb_R; double a_R[3] , b_R[3] j 

int na_T. nb_T; double a_T[3] , b_T[3] ; 
int na_VTo. nb_VTo; double a_VTo[5] , b_VTo[5] ; 
int na_VTi, nb_VTi; double a_ VTi [5] • b_VTi[5]; 
int na_Qtot. nb_Qtot; double a_Qtot[3], b_Qtot[3] ; 
int na_Qin. nb_Qin; double a_Qin[3] , b_Qin[3] ; 
int na_Fjet. nb_Fjet; double a_Fjet[5] , b_Fjet[5] ; 

1* Result buffers.-------------------------------------------------
*1 

double pO_buf [ BUFLEN ]; 
double pLbuf[ BUFLEN + 2*RESONATOR_DELAY ]; 
double Qin_buf [ BUFLEN ]; 
double Qp_buf [ BUFLEN ]; 
double sound_end_buf [ BUFLEN + RESONATOR_DELAY]; 
double sound_mouth_buf [ BUFLEN ]; 
double *out_buf; 

1* Sample loop variables.-----------------------------------------
*1 

int i. jet_delay, buf_jet_delay; 
int choice; 
int iO; 
double pO, to, tau, p_player; 
double Qtot. fQtot. Qin. fQin. Qin_delay, Qp_delay; 
double po, po_mouth, pi, pi_mouth; 
double qo. qi, pi_future, to_future; 
double uO. eta, urn; 
double max_buf. abs_out_buf, buf_seal; 

1* Input and output fi1e.------------------------------------------
*1 
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FILE *in_file. *out_filej 
char in_file_name[MAX_CHARJ. out_file_name[MAX_CHARJ; 

1* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------
* Main program. 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

1* Open input and output file (and fill input fi19).--------------
*1 

printf( U\nlnput vi11 be read from input file 'piep' II); 
printf( U\ncontaining p according to an input U ); 
printf( "\n pressure " ); 
printf( U\n p = pO * ( 1 - exp(-tau*t) ) II ); 

printf( "\nvhere pO is the pressure saturation value "); 
printf( U\nand tau determines the saturation time. II); 
in_file_name[OJ = 'p'; 
in3ile_name[1.] = 'i'; 
in_file_name[2J = 'e'; 
in_file_name[3J = 'p'; 
in_file = fopen( in_file_name, "w" ); 
if ( in_file == 0 ) 
{ 

fprintf( stderr. "\nError opening input file" ); exit(O); 
} 
printf( "\n\nEnter input pressure saturation II ); 
printf (lI\nvalue pO (10 - 500 Pa ) II ); 

scanf ( "1.1f \I, lpO ); 
printf ( "Enter pressure saturation time 
printf( "\n( 1 - 15 ms ) 
scanf ( lI%lf ". atO ); 

iO = floor( FREQ * to 1 1000 ); 
tau = 10 * FREQ * log(10.0) 1 iO; 
for (i=O; i<BUFLEN; i++) 
{ 

II ); 

II ); 

fprintf( in_file, "\nY-leu • pO * (1 - exp(-tau*i/FREQ» ); 
} 

fclose( in_file ); 
in_file"" fopen( in_file_name, urI! ); 

if ( in_file == 0 ) 
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{ 

fprintf( stderr, "\nError opening input file u 
); exit(O); 

} 

printf( U\nThe output file name can be chosen. and so U); 
printf( U\ncan the quantity to be 'Ilritten into it. II ); 

printf( "\n\nEnter output file name " ); 
scanf( 111.8". out_file_name ); 
out_file = fopen( out_file_name. "'Il1I ); 
if ( out_file == 0 ) 
{ 

fprintf( stderr, "\nError opening output file ll 
); exit(O); 

} 

printf( "Enter output choice; II ); 

printf( U\npo (0). pi (1). Qp (2). Qin (3), II ); 

printf( "\nsound_end (4) sound_mouth (5) 11); 
do 

choice = getchar(); 
'Ilhile ( (choice < '0') II (choice> '5') ); 

1* Filter initialisation.-----------------------------------------
*1 

init_filter_cofs( &na_Ho. &nb_Ho, a_Ho, b_Ho, 
&na_Hi. &nb_Hi. a_Hi. b_Hi, 
&na_R. &nb_R, a_R, b_R, 
&na_T, &nb_T, a_To b_T. 
&na_VTo. &nb_VTo, a_VTo. b_VTo. 
&na_VTi. &nb_VTi, a_VTi. b_VTi. 
&na_Qtot, &nb_Qtot. a_Qtot, b_Qtot. 
&na_Qin, &nb_Qin. a_Qin. b_Qin. 
&na_Fjet, &nb_Fjet, a_Fjet, b_Fjet ); 

init_filter( na_Ho, nb_Ho. a_Ho, b_Ho, &Ho_filter ); 
init_filter( na_Hi. nb_Hi, a_Hi, b_Hi, &Hi_filter ); 
init_filter( na_R. nb_R, a_R, b_R, &R_filter ); 
init_filter( na_T. nb_T. a_To b_T. &T_filter ); 
init_filter( na_VTo, nb_VTo, a_VTo, b_VTo, &VTo_filter ); 
init_filter( na_VTi, nb_VTi, a_VTi. b_VTi. &VTi_filter ); 
init_filter( na_Qtot, nb_Qtot. a_Qtot. b_Qtot, &Qtot_filter ); 
init_filter( na_Qin, nb_Qin, a_Qin. b_Qin, &Qin_filter ); 
init_filter( na_Fjet, nb_Fjet. a_Fjet, b_Fjet. &Fjet_filter ); 

1* Sample loop.----------------------------------------------------
*1 
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for (i=O; i<BUFLEN; i++) 
{ 

} 

po_buf[i] = 0; 
pi_buf[i] = 0; 
Qin_buf [lJ = 0; 
Qp_buf [i] = 0; 

for (i=O; i<BUFLEN; i++) 
{ 

po = po_buf[iJ; 
pi = pi_buf [iJ ; 

sound_mouth_buf[i] = po + pi; 

bernoulli( po + pi, p_player, &uO ); 
jet_delay = (int) floor( ( Lm/uO )*FREQ + 0.5 ); 
Qtot = D*H*uO; 

printf( "\njet delay = Y.d\n". jet_delay); 

filter( po, &VTo_filter, &qo ); 
filter( qo. &T_filter. ito_future); 
sound_end_buf[ i + RESONATOR_DELAY] = to_future; 

filter( qo, &R_filter. &qi ); 

filter( qi. &VTi_filter. &pi_future ); 
pi_buf[ i + 2*RESONATOR_DELAY ] = pi_future; 

buf_jet_delay = (i>jet_delay) ? i-jet_delay 0; 
Qin_delay = Qin_buf [ buf _j et_delay ] ; 
Qp_delay = Qp_buf[ buf_jet_delay]; 

um = «2 * Qp_delay I PI) - (0.38 * Qin_delay»/Sm; 

filter( um, &Fjet_filter. leta ); 
Qin = B * Lm * uO * exp( -eta/B ) I cosh( -eta/B ); 

Qin_buf[i] = Qin; 

filter( Qtot. &Qtot_filter. &fQtot ); 
filter( Qin, &Qin_filter. tfQin ); 
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} 

filter( pi. &Hi_filter. &pi_mouth ); 

po_mouth = pi_mouth + fQtot + fQin; 

filter( po_mouth. &Ho_filter. &po ); 

po_buf[i+l] = po; 
Qp_buf[i+l] = po - pi; 

switch(choice) 
{ 

case ) 0) : out_buf = po_buf; 
case ' 1 ) : out_buf = pLbuf; 
case ' 2' : out_buf = Qp_buf; 
case ) 3) : out_buf = Qin_buf; 
case '4' : out_buf = sound_end_buf; 
case ' 5' : out_buf = sound_mouth_buf; 
default: ; 

} 

break; 
break; 
break; 
break; 
break; 
break; 

1* Write. close and exit.-----------------------------------------
*1 

} 

for (i=O: i<BUFLEN; i++) 
fprintf ( out_file. "\nY.le". out_buf [i] ); 

fclose( out_file ); 
fclose( in_file ); 

exit(O); 
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A.2 iiI ters . c 

1* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------
* filters.c 

* * Contains filter functions for the recorder model. 
* The functions have been copied from the file Kelloch.c, 
* programmer Raymond Veldhuis, . 
* copyright IPO, 1993. 

* *-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

'include <stdio.h> 
'include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
'include <stddef.h> 
'include lIinlt.h ll 

1* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* function init_filter( int na, int nb, double *a, double *b, 
* FILTER *f ) 

* * Initializes filter. 
* int na 
* int nb 
* double *a 
* double *b 
* FILTER *f 
* 

denominator order. 
numerator order. 
pointer to denominator coefficients. 
pointer to numerator coefficients. 
pointer to filter. 

*-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

void init_filter( int na, int nb. double *a. double *b. FILTER *f ) 
{ 

int i; 

f->p = na; f->q = nb; 
if ( na > nb ) f->buf_sizQ = na + 1; else f->buf_size = nb + 1; 
f->index '" 0; 
f->aeofs = (double *) malloe( (na+l) * sizeof( double »; 
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} 

*(f->aeofs) = 1; 
for (i=1; i <= f->p; i++) *(f->acofs + i) = *(a + i); 
f->bcofs = (double *) malloe( (nb+l) * sizeof( double »; 
for (i=O; i <= f->q; i++) *(f->beofs + i) = *(b + i); 
f->states = (double *) malloe( f->buf_size * sizeof( double »; 
for (i=O; i < f->buf_size; i++) *(f->states + i) = 0; 

1* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------
* function filter( double u, FILTER *f. double *y ) 

* * Performs filter operation on input sample. 
* double u input sample; 
* FILTER *f pointer to filter; 
* double *y output sample. 

* *-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

void filter( double u, FILTER *f. double *y ) 
{ 

int ix; 
double *ap, *bp; 
double x_aceu, y_accuj 
int i; 

ix = f->indexj ap = f->aeofs; x_accu = Uj 
for (i=l; i <= f->p; i++) 
{ 

if (++ix == f->buf_size) ix = 0; 
x_accu = x_accu - (*(++ap) * *(f->states+ix»; 

} 

ix = f->index; bp = f->bcofs; y_accu = *(f->bcofs) * x_accu; 
for (i=l; i <= f->q; i++) 
{ 

if (++ix == f->buf_size) ix = 0; 
y_accu = y_aceu + (*(++bp) * *(f~>states+ix»; 

} 
*(f->states + f->index) = x_aCCUj 
if (--(f->index) < 0) f->index = f->buf_size - 1; 

*y = y_accu/FREQ; 

} 
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/* 
*---~-------------------------------------------------------------
* function rat_H_filter_cofs( double n2, double nl, double nO, 
* double d2, double dl, double dO, 
* double a[], double b []) 

* * Determines the filter coefficients of a filter corresponding 
* to a given rational system function 
* H(s) = (n2*s-2+nl*s+nO)/(d2*s-2+dl*s+dO). 
* If d2 or dl is non-zero, the bilinear transformation 
* s = (2/T)*(z-1)/(z+1) 
* is used; otherwise. the function applies (backward) finite 
* differences. If dO is not equal to one it that case, its 
* value should be included in the numerator coefficients. 
* The sampling frequency should be initialized as a define FREQ. 
* double n2, nl, nO numerator coefficients of H(s); 
* double d2, d2, dO denominator coefficients of H(s); 
* double a[] pointer to denominator filter 
* coefficients; 
* double b[] pointer to numerator filter coefficients. 

* *-----------------------------------------------------------------
*/ 

void rat_H_filter_cofs( double n2, double nl, double nO, 
double d2, double dl, double dO, 
double a [], double b [] ) 

{ 
double dd2,ddl,nn2,nnl; 
double denom; 

if ( (d2==O) && (dl==O) ) 
{ 

} 

nn2 = n2*pow(FREQ,2); 
nnl = nl*FREQ; 

*b = nn2 + nnl + nO; 
*(b+l) = -2*nn2 - nnl; 
*(b+2) = nn2; 

else 
{ 

nn2 = n2*4*pow(FREQ,2); 
nnl = n1*2*FREQ; 
dd2 = d2*4*pow(FREQ.2); 
ddl = dl*2*FREQ; 
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} 

} 

denom = dd2 + ddl + dO; 

*(a+l) = 
*(a+2) = 
*b 
*(b+l) = 
*(b+2) = 

-2*(dd2 - dO)/denomj 
(dd2 - ddl + dO)/denom; 

= (nn2 + nnl + nO)/denom; 
-2*(nn2 - nO)/denom; 
(nn2 - nnl + nO)/denom; 

1* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* function init_filter_cofs( int *na_Ho. int *nb_Ho. 
* double a_Ho D. double b_Ho 0 • 
* int *na_Hi, int *nb_Hi. 
* double a_Hi []. double b_Hi 0 • 
* int *na_R. int *nb_R. 
* double a_R[J. double b_R[J. 
* int *na_T. int *nb_T. 
* double a_T[J. double b_TO • 
* int *na_VTo. int *nb_VTo. 
* double a_ VTo O. double b_ VTo [] • 
* int *na_VTi. int *nb_VTi. 
* double a_ VTi D. double b_ VTi [J • 
* int *na_Qtot. int *nb_Qtot. 
* double a_Qtot[], double b_QtotD. 
* int *na_Qin. int *nb_Qin. 
* double a_Qin[]. double b_Qin[]. 
* int *na_Fjet. int *nb_Fjet, 
* double a_Fj et [J. double b_Fj et 0 ) 
* 
* Initialises filter coefficients. The filter coefficients are 
* chosen such that the a-coefficients in the filter diagram are 
* negative. 
* int *na_Ho 
* int *nb_Ho 
* int *na_Hi 
* int *nb_Hi 
* int *na_R 
* int *nb_R 
* int *na_T 
* int *nb_T 
* int *na_VTo 
* int *nb_VTo 
* int *na_VTi 
* int *nb_VTi 
* int *na_Qtot 

denominator order outgoing mouth filter; 
numerator order outgoing mouth filter; 
denominator order incoming mouth filter; 
numernator order incoming mouth filter; 
denominator order reflection filter; 
numerator order reflection filter; 
denominator order transmission filter; 
numerator order transmission filter; 
denominator order outgoing VT-losses filter; 
numerator order outgoing VT-losses filter; 
denominator order incoming VT-J.osses filter; 
numerator order incoming VT-losses filter; 
denominator order filter for Qtot; 
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* int *nb_Qtot 
* int *na_Qin 
* int *nb_Qin 
* int *na_Fjet 
* int *nb_Fjet 
* double a_Ho [] 
* double a_Hi [] 
* double a_R,[J 
* double a_ T D 
* double a_ VTo D 
* double a_ VTi [] 
* double a_Qtot[]; 
* double a_QinD : 
* double a_FjetO: 
* double b_Ho D 
* double b_Hi[] 
* double b_R,[] 
* double b_T[] 
* double b_VToD 
* double b_ VTi 0 
* double b_Qtot[]: 
* double b_Qin[] : 
* double b_FjetD: 

* 

numerator order filter for Qtot; 
denominator order filter for Qin; 
numerator order filter for Qin; 
denominator order jet amplification filter; 
numerator order jet amplification filter; 
pointer to denom. outgoing mouth filter; 
pointer to denom. incoming mouth filter; 
pointer to denom. reflection filter; 
pointer to denom. transmission filter; 
pointer to denom. outgoing VT-losses filter; 
pointer to denom. incoming VT-losses filter; 
pointer to denom. filter for Qtot; 
pointer to denom. filter for Qin; 
pointer to denom. jet amplification filter; 
pointer to num. outgoing mouth filter; 
pointer to num. incoming mouth filter; 
pointer to num. reflection filter; 
pointer to num. transmission filter; 
pointer to num. outgoing VT-losses filter; 
pointer to num. incoming VT-losses filter; 
pointer to num. filter for Qtot; 
pointer to num. filter for Qin; 
pointer to num. jet amplification filter; 

*-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

void init_filter_cofs( int *na_Ho. int *nb_Ho, 

{ 

double a_Ho[], double b_Ho[], 
int *na_Hi. int *nb_Hi. 
double a_Hie]. double b_Hi[], 
int *na_R. int *nb_R, 
double a_R[] , double b_R[] , 
int *na_T. int *nb_T, 
double a_Tel. double b_T[] , 
int *na_VTo, int *nb_VTo, 
double a_ VTo [], double b_ VTo 0 • 
int *na_VTi, int *nb_VTi, 
double a_VTi[], double b_VTi[], 
int *na_Qtot, int *nb_Qtot, 
double a_Qtot[], do~ble b_Qtot[]. 
int *na_Qin, int *nb_Qin, 
double a_Qin[], double b_Qin[], 
int *na_Fjet, int *nb_Fjet, 
double a_Fjet[]. double b_FjetD ) 

double betai, beta2; 
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/* Mouth filters Ho and Hi (analytic).----------------------------
*/ 

= 2; *nb_Ho 
= 0; *nb_Hi 

= 2; 
= 2; 

beta2 = Sp/(4*PI*pow(C.2»; 
betal = - (DELTA_IN + DELTA_OUT)*Sp/Sm; 

rat_H_filter_cofs(O,O,l,beta2,betal,-1.a_Ho,b_Ho); 
rat_H_filter_cofs(beta2,betal.1,0,O,l,a_Hi,b_Hi): 

/* Reflection and transmission filters (analytic).----------------
*/ 

= 2: *nb_R 
= 2; *nb_T 

= 2; 
= 2: 

beta2 = -Sp/(4*PI*pow(C,2»: 
beta1 = (8*sqrt(Sp/PI»/(3*PI*C); 

rat_H_filter_cofs(beta2,betal,-1,beta2,betal,1.a_R,b_R); 
rat_H_filter_cofs(2*beta2,2*betal,0,beta2,betal,1,a_T,b_T); 

1* Filters for visco-thermal losses (numerical, na=nb=4, 
* determined with least-square method in Matlab).----------------
*/ 

*na_VTo = 4- *nb_VTo = 4; , 
*na_VTi = 4; *nb_VTi = 4: 

*a_VTo = A_VTo_O; 
* (a_VTo+1) = A_VTo_l; 
* (a_VTo+2) = A_VTo_2; 
* (a_VTo+3) = A_VTo_3; 
* (a_VTo+4) = A_VToA; 
*b_VTo = B_VTo_O; 
*(b_VTo+l) = B_VTo_l; 
* (b_VTo+2) = B_VTo_2; 
* (b_VTo+3) = B_VTo_3; 
* (b_VTo+4) = B_VToA; 

*a_VTi = A_VTLO; 
*(a_VTi+l) = A_VTL1; 
* (a_VTi+2) = A_VTL2; 
* (a_VTi+3) = A_VTi_3; 
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* (a3Ti+4) 
*b_VTi 
*(b_VTi+l) 
*(b_VTi+2) 
* (b_VTi+3) 
* (b_VTi+4) 

= A_VTL4; 
= B3TLO; 
= B_VTLli 
= B_VTL2; 
= B_VTL3; 
= B_VTL4; 

1* Filters for Qtot and Qin.--------------------------------------
*1 

*na_Qtot = 0; *nb_Qtot = 2; 
*na_Qin = 0; *nb_Qin = 1; 

beta2 = RHO/(4*PI*C); 
betal = -RHO*DELTA_OUT/Smj 

betal = RHO*DELTA/Sm; 

1* Jet amplification filter (numerical. na=nb=4. 

} 

* determined with least-square method in Matlab).-----------------
*1 

*a_Fjet 
*(a_Fjet+l) 
*(a_Fjet+2) 
*(a_Fjet+3) 
*(a_Fjet+4) 
*b_Fjet 
*(b_Fjet+1) 
*(b_Fjet+2) 
*(b_Fjet+3) 
*(b_Fjet+4) 

= A_Fjet_O; 
= LFjet_l; 
= A_Fjet_2; 
= A_Fjet_3j 
= A_Fjet3j 
= B_Fjet_O; 
= B_Fjet_lj 
= B_Fjet_2; 
= B_Fjet_3; 
= B_Fjet3; 
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A.a bernoulli.c 

1* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------
* bernoulli.c 

* * Contains a function to determine the jet middle line velocity 
* to be used in the recorder model 

* *-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

#include <stdio.h> 
#include <math.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <stddef.h> 
#include "init.h" 

1* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------
* function bernoulli( double p. double p_player, double *uO ) 

* * Determines the 
* the flue exit. 
* double p 
* double p_player 
* double *uO 
* 

jet middle line speed uO from the air flux at 

pressure at the flue exit. 
pressure provided for by player. 
pointer to jet middle line velocity. 

*-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

void bernoulli( double p. double p_player, double *uO ) 
{ 

} 

double u; 

u = SQRT2 * sqrt( fabs( p_player - p )/RHO ); 
*uO = 0.4 * u; 

printf( "\nu = Y.lf\n". u ); 
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A.4 init.h 

1* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------* init.h 

* * Parameter and type definitions for the recorder model. 
* 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

#ifndef INIT 
#define INIT 

1* 
*----------------------------------------------------------------
* Parameter definitions 
*----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

1* Physical parameters.--------------------------------------------
*1 

#define C 343.54 
#define RHO 
#define TWOPI 
'define PI 
#define SQRT2 

1* speed of sound *1 
1.2 1* air density 
6.28318530717959 
TWOPI 1 2 
1.41421356237310 

1* Instrument parameters.-----------------------------------------
*1 

#define D 
#define H 
#define Lc 
#define 1m 

2.00e-2 
1.08e-3 
2.70e-2 
4.00e-3 

#define Sm 8.00e-5 
#define Sp 4.00e-4 
#define Lp 2.8ge-1 
#define RESONATOR_DELAY 41 

47 

1* flue channel width *1 
1* flue channel height *1 
1* flue channel length *1 
1* mouth length *1 
1* mouth surface *1 
1* resonator pipe surf. *1 
1* resonator pipe length *1 

I*(int) floor(Lp/(C*RATE)-K 
+ 0.5) *1 



1* resonator delay *1 
#define B 4.32e-4 1* jet half width par. *1 

#define DELTA_IN 2.9ge-3 1* pipe constr. inertia *1 
#define DELTA_OUT 6.74e-3 1* mouth exit inertia *1 
#define DELTA 3.50e-3 1* vol. source distance *1 

1* Filter parameters.----------------------------------------------
* (visco-thermal losses and jet amplification) 
*1 

#define A_VTo_O 
#define A_VTo_l 
#define A_VTo_2 
#define A_VTo_3 
#define A_VTo_4 
#define B_VTo_O 
#define B_VTo_l 
#define B_VTo_2 
#define B_VTo_3 
#define B_VTo_4 

#define A_VTLO 
#define A_VTL1 
#define A_ VTL2 
#define A_VTL3 
#define A_VTi3 
#define B_VTLO 
#define B_VTi_1 
#define B_VTi_2 
#define B_ VTL3 
#define B_VTi3 

#define A_Fjet_O 
#define A_Fjet_1 
#define A_Fjet_2 
#define A_Fjet_3 
#define A_Fjet_4 
#define B_Fjet_O 
#define B_Fjet_1 
#define B_Fjet_2 
#define B_Fjet_3 
#define B_Fjet_4 

1.0000 1* visco-thermal losses *1 
2.02584566329787 

-3.01756165205544 
-4.89376668910742 
-1.14842949150290 

1.00215397916349 
1.96714634209542 

-3.03971835919304 
-4.82666440367759 
-1.11988130487155 

1.0000 1* visco-thermal losses *1 
2.05348209301428 

-2.99708398196298 
-4.95364948989539 
-1.18581640610986 
0.99722141540394 
2.11273056971270 

-2.97262056832683 
-5.02161088521459 
-1.21580757817189 

1.0000 1* jet amplification 
-7.706235970532554e-04 
4.20504234160894 

-2.61169422624059 
0.73360561725943 

-0.00640624500430 
-0.00051524400067 
0.01053298580271 
0.00528419325799 

-0.00215349660548 

1* Sampling parameters.-------------------------------------------
*1 

#define FREQ 48000.0 1* sampling frequency *1 
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1* 
* Program parameters.---------------------------------------------
*1 

'define BUFLEN 
'define MAX_CHAR 
'define MAX_SHORT 
#define MIN_SHORT 

1* 

120 
80 
32767 

-32768 

*-----------------------------------------------------------------* Structure definitions. 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

typedef struct 
{ 

int p. q; 
double *acofs. *bcofs; 
int buf_size, index; 
double *states; 

} FILTER; 

1* 
*------------~----------------------------------------------------* Function definitions. 
*-----------------------------------------------------------------
*1 

void rat_H_filter_cors( double d2, double d1, double dO, 
double n2, double ni, double nO, 
double aD. double b 0 ) ; 

void init_filter_cofs( int *na_Ho, int *nb_Ho, 
double a_Ho [], double b_Ho 0 • 
int *na_Hi. int *nb_Hi. 
double a_Hi O. double b_Hi [] • 
int *na_R. int *nb_R. 
double a_RD. double b_R[] , 
int *na_T. int *nb_T. 
double a_TO. double b_T[]. 
int *na_VTo. int *nb_VTo, 
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double a_VTo[], double b_VTo[], 
int *na_VTi, int *nb_VTi, 
double a_VTi[], double b_VTi[], 
int *na_Qtot, int *nb_Qtot, 
double a_Qtot[], double b_Qtot[], 
int *na_Qin, int *nb_Qin, 
double a_Qin[], double b_Qin[], 
int *na_Fjet, int *nb_Fjet, 
double a_Fjet[], double b_Fjet[] ); 

void init_filter( int na, int nb, 
double *a, double *b, FILTER *f ); 

void filter( double u, FILTER *f. double *y ); 

void bernoulli( double p, double p_player, double *uO ); 

#endif 
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